General purposed color image segmentation is a challenging and important issue in image processing related applications. However, few systems successfully handle this issue for a broad diversity of images. In this paper, we are seeking a practical and generic solution to image segmentation. As a fast segmentation process, Kmeans based clustering is employed in feature space first. Then, in image plane, the spatial constraints are adopted into the hierarchical K-means clusters on each level. The two processes are canied out alternatively and iteratively.
Introduction
Color image segmentation plays a key role in many visual applications. For example, in CBIR (content-based image retrieval) system region-based image retrieval attempts to overcome the deficiencies of low-level feature based approaches, such as color histogram, color layout, and texture [I]. The MPEG-4 standard also advocates ohjectbased video compression for high compression efficiency
[Z]. In fact, image segmentation is a key step for image understanding, which is a natural means to obtain highlevel semantics [3] . However, due to a lack of an effective and practical approach to image segmentation, these important applications have progressed slowly. In this A number of image segmentation methods can be found in the literature. However, they are suffering from their own problems respectively. JSEG approach [4] proposes a notion of "J-image" to measure the probability of pixels to serve as boundaries or interiors of color-texture regions, .and uses a region growing method to segment the image based on the J-images. One major problem in JSEG is caused by the varying shades due to the illumination. In this paper, we propose a novel K-means based approach that combines spatial constraints. Two processes are involved in this approach, that is, top-down and hottom-up. The former is a hierarchical iteration. On each level, the spatial constrained region-growing is carried out, and the results are used as a feed that is forwarded to the next level of K-means clustering. The latter is a merging process, which merges over-segmented regions and refines the boundaries of regions. The extensive experiments on a variety of images demonstrate the effectiveness, efficiency and practicality of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview our motivation and compare the proposed approach with conventional K-means based approaches. In Section 3, we discuss the spatial constrained K-means approach in detail. Experimental results are demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with an emphasis on the effectiveness of our approach.
Overview
K-means is a fast and simple clustering algorithm, which bas been used in many applications. is minimized. K is gradually increased and the algorithm stops when a criterion is met.
K-means is a fast clustering algorithm and can be easily used in image segmentation. However, the conventional Kmeans based image segmentation methods only cluster observation vectors in feature space. Considering the spatial constraints are essential attributes of images, we attempt to combine K-means clustering with spatial constrained region growing to obtain better segmentation.
The difference between our approach and conventional hierarchical K-means based approaches is illustrated in The two approaches are both hierarchical clustering algorithms. In spatial constrained K-means algorithm, on each level of K-means clustering, we perform region growing of those pixels belonging to the same feature cluster through a connected-components algorithm to produce a set of labeled image regions. Then, the K-means algorithm on the next level is carried out on these regions separately. Thus, we have a stable propagation of regions well matched with spatial constraints. During such a process, we achieve the image segmentations in a coarseto-fme manner hierarchically. In contrast, in a conventional K-means algorithm, the clustering routine is redone over the whole feature space and the partition of feature space is updated. Although feature space may have stable partitions from coarse to tine, it cannot guarantee region partition in the image plane is also stably propagated, because spatial constraints of image are never considered until the whole routine is over (the end criterion of K-means is met). Therefore, conventional K-means based image segmentation might have the following two problems: 1) The image may be greatly over-segmented when K-means clustering has been completed because these regions are directly generated from cluster labels in corresponding segmented feature space. 2) Some regiondpixels might never be properly segmented no matter how much K is, as they have no prominent characteristics in feature space. However, those missing regions often are prominent in human visual perception system due to their strong spatial attributes. Figure 2 gives an example of this case by comparing the proposed approach with the conventional hierarchical Kmeans approach. The conventional K-means cannot extract the boat when K = 2 or 3. When K = 5 or more, the boat is still not precisely extracted, although some extracted regions are related to the boat. In contrast, when spatial constrained K-means is utilized, the boat is correctly identified at the second level with the assistance of spatial constraints. In fact, the small prominent regions, like the boat in Figure 2 , would be extracted when the iteration level is deep enough. As the workspace of K-means clustering becomes smaller gradually while the level increases, such regions would become "prominent" in feature space. 
Spatial constrained K-means
In our implementation, the image segmentation system includes four function modules, as shown in Figure 3 . The spatial constrained K-means routine is the key algorithm of this system. Firstly, in order to speed up processing without losing segmentation precision, the original image is downsampled into the downscaled image with the maximum width and height of 320 pixels. The downscaled image is further divided into N X N pixels blocks (N is a flexible parameter, N = 2 .in our experiments), on which a 4-dimension feature is extracted to compose feature space. Then, the spatial constrained K-means routine is hierarchically carried out in this 4-dimension feature space. Finally, a bottom-up process is employed to merge oversegmented regions and refine the boundaries of regions as according to the following steps:
Filtering out too small regions. Two parameters should be considered in this stage: minimum region size and maximum region number. Eroding off too thin parts of regions. A morphological erosion operation is done all over the region map image to get more reasonable result. Merging regions according to color similarity and edge ratio.
Algorithm
In the hierarchical spatial constrained K-means mutine, Kmeans clustering in color-texture feature space and spatial constrained region growing are carried out alternatively on each level. We set an adaptive mechanism to decide whether to stop segmentation or go to the next level for each region on each level. There is a Boolean "End" label on each region, whose value is initiated as FALSE, meaning this region should enter the next segmentation level. When the "End" label is set as TRUE, this region is directly fed into the final segmentation result. The "End" would be set as TRUE, if one of the following four criteria is met:
. . . .
The region area is small enough. The hierarchy level exceeds the upper bound. Actual K = 1, whatever the initial K is. That is, the current region is undividable.
The fitness of K-means clusters on this region is good enough. We define the fitness of K-means, c, as follows: 
d, = d ( c i , c j )
where K is the number of clusters, ni is the number of sample vectors in cluster i, ci is the center of cluster i, vj is a sample vector in cluster i, d(x,y) is the Euclidean distance of vector x and y. Meanwhile, di evaluates the intracompactness of cluster i, while du evaluates the interdistance between cluster i and j. In (3). the smaller C, is, the better clustering is. Because our approach is a hierarchical algorithm, for each level of K-means routine, K may be very small, such as 2 or 3. The clustering with minimum C, (K = 2 or 3) is selected as actual clustering (see (2)). On the first level, the input region is the whole image. When all regions have true "Ens' labels, the segmentation is completed.
That is, the top-down segmentation finishes. Such segmentation result will be merged by a bottom-up routine. Accordimg to the Four Color Theorem, level number must be at least 3 to assure that the method is valid.
Features
Feature space definition is another key issue in K-means clustering. For general purposes, we perform K-means in color-texture feature space. The 4-dimension combined feature vector includes three components of color and one component of texture.
The 3-dimensional color feature vector (x, y, zj is in a [O,l] cube transformed from (h, s, vj space, which is calculated by (7,8,9 ), respectively. where hE[0,2 n I, SE LO, 11, v € LO, 11.
As homogeneous texture is also an important feature for object recognition in images, we extract a I-dimension feature of texture intensity. First, we do SUSAN edge detection [9] to the scaled image. Then, the texture intensity is defined as the ratio of edge pixels in a certain sized local neighborhood window,
where I denotes the texture intensity at a pixel, Ne is the number of edge pixels in N X N neighborhood window around that pixel. In our implementation, N is set to 9. The SUSAN principle can be viewed as an efficient way of finding features using local information from a pseudoglobal viewpoint. We chose SUSAN detector because of its two advantages: 1) Robustness. SUSAN reduces noise and preserves contour structure over a variety of image conditions. 2) Speed. As an edge detector, SUSAN is 10 times faster than Canny.
Merging
After top-down segmentation, there exist many meaningless small regions in the final result generated by spatial constrained K-means. Moreover, the region boundaries are often not smooth enough. So, we do three kinds of post-processing on the final result as previously mentioned at the beginning of Section 3. In our work, we propose an enhanced region merging method that takes advantage of both color similarity and edge pixel information. Compared to traditional region merging method based only on color similarity in [4] , it has the following two enhancements: 1 j The color histogram similarity is measured by quadratic form distance, which is more consistent with human perception; 2) Edge information is considered when two regions are merged or not.
For two adjacent regions p and q. the quadratic form distance h in H-S-V color histogram space is defined as follows:
where vp and v, are the color histogram vectors of region p and q respectively. S =[Si,j) is the similarity matrix and is defined as follows:
where dij is the Euclidean distance of the itb bin and the jth bin in H-S-V color space.
Edge information is extracted by SUSAN edge detector again. Let E be the pixel set of edge pixels in SUSAN edge image. For two adjacent regions p and q, we can get the border set hetween them, denoted as Bw Moreover, S, and S, represent the pixel sets inside region p and q respectively. We define a parameter e to measure the likelihood of actual existence of a prominent border between region p and q as follows:
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where I * I means the element number in a set. The greater e is, the greater the probability of an existing border between two regions (they should not he merged). We use a decision tree to decide whether to merge two adjacent regions as shown in It is necessary to have the combination of edge information and color histogram in region-merging decisions.. Figure 5 gives an example to illustrate this issue. If we only consider color similarity, it tends to merge the male face into the background as (c) because the face color is similar to the furniture's in feature space. But with consideration of edge information as (b), we can achieve a correct merging result as (d). Figure 6 (g), supposing the scene is known, that is, a person doing exercises in front of a simple hackground, the man can he segmented correctly by grouping the small connective regions in the center. For portrait images, as shown in Figure 9 , if the face region is known by face detection, it is not difficult to extract a complete headshoulder by using the rules "the hair is amund the bead, and the shoulder is under the head." All reasonable results in the testing set indicate that the intermediate segmentations achieved by the proposed approach are meaningful and very helpful for high-level applications.
T ' r r ' ; 1 (9 6) In this paper, we propose a spatial constrained K-means approach to solve the image segmentation problem. This approach takes advantage of both the speed of the K-means clustering method and spatial constraints in image. Kmeans algorithm and spatial constraints are applied alternatively and iteratively to segment the image from coarse to fine. Also, an enhanced merging method is proposed, which provides an effective merging on oversegmented results by combining color similarity with edge information. Extensive experiments show that the spatial constrained K-means approach is generic, efficient and parameter insensitive.
